
KISSsoft Module KS2
OFFERS ENHANCED HEATING CALCULATION FOR 
GEARBOXES

The efficiency calculation and thermal anal-
ysis according to ISO/TR 14179 (module 
KS2) has recently been extended with sev-
eral useful functionalities: The power loss 
calculation has been implemented using 
the contact analysis of gears, which allows 
the user to consider the influence of micro-
geometry.

The power losses as well as the dissipated 
heat can be adjusted to the measurement results 
with individual correction factors. The outcome 
for this is a reliable basis for thermal calculations of 
gearboxes with similar designs.

The possibility of the determination of the temperature course 
was added. The temperature course is calculated on the basis of a load 
spectrum or a driving cycle and allows the evaluation of the maximum 
temperature occurring during operation.
For more information:
Phone: +41 55 254 20 50
www.KISSsoft.AG

Sandvik Coromant 
CB7015 CBN Grade
DELIVERS HIGH QUALITY FINISHING OF 
TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS

Sandvik Coromant’s CB7015 is a CBN grade for a broad range of 
applications and designed to deliver improved finish quality in the 
production of transmission components. The CB7015’s primary 
function is turning case-hardened steels (58-65 HRc). Due to the 
Safe-Lock clamping system, the CBN grade with a wear resistant 
ceramic binder is also usable for dry machining. It complies with 
all standard shape and position tolerances.

The CBN product range from Sandvik Coromant includes 
inserts with standard corner radii and wiper inserts as well as 
an Xcel version. The wiper geometry offers a range of process 
optimizations including improved finishes for standard cutting 
data. It also provides higher finish quality with increased feeds 
– roughness grades below 3.2 µm can consistently be achieved. 
With Xcel geometries and feeds of 0.011", roughness grades of 1 
µm can be achieved.

In addition, the Xcel insert, with up to eight cutting edges, 
enables shorter production times and reduced tool costs per com-
ponent. Dry machining avoids the costs for coolant use, offers 
reduced capital investment and low-cost chip disposal, all of 
which help to further reduce machining costs.
For more information:
Phone: (800) 726-3845
www.sandvik.coromant.com
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Systematically optimised proven elements 
combined with newly developed components 
such as the automatic cylinder correction system 
and synchronous tailstock provide a contemporary 
platform for flexibly satisfying all the varied 
requirements of our customers.

www.HardingeGrindingGroup.com   •   800-843-8801

STOP BY BOOTH # 2317

VARIA
KELLENBERGER PRESENTS
THE NEXT GENERATION



Ajax TOCCO
SELLING 5/10 KW TOCCOTRON AC INDUCTION HEATING SYSTEMS

Ajax TOCCO Magnethermic recently 
delivered 5/10 kW TOCCOtron AC 
induction heating systems to an inter-
national on-site heat treating firm. 
These systems are designed for porta-
ble/on-site preheating prior to welding 
applications.

The customer chose these systems 
over larger 35 kW induction heat-
ing systems due to lower equipment 
costs. At 5 kW continuous output, 
the customer stated that the 5/10kW 
TOCCOtron AC systems satisfied the 
majority of their small to medium pre-
heat prior to welding applications and 
was capable of heating 50 kg of steel to 
200°C in 30 minutes.

The customer also cited a simple, 
robust design in addition to the light-weight (hand carried), 
100% aircooled design as other factors in their decision.

High-frequency induction heating cables can be configured 
for round, flat or irregular surfaces. No tools are required for 
installation and use. All electrical connections are made with 
quick disconnects and circular military style connectors. Other 

applications include bearing/sleeve shrink fitting, coatings cur-
ing, coatings removal, die heating and bulk heating applica-
tions.
For more information:
Phone: (800) 547-1527
www.ajaxtocco.com

Your best investment. We’re now restoring outdated gear machines to like-new condition – and saving 
our customers thousands of dollars vs. a new machine purchase. With our exceptional engineering and 
in-house machining and grinding capabilities, EXCEL is the ‘perfect fit’ for CNC retrofits.

ExcEl-lEncE at work

815.270.1004   /   www.excelgear.com

EXCEL CNC RETROFITS – SMART MOVE!

ready to Excel? contact:

Circa '80s shaper and hobber 
recently retrofit with 
powerful new FANUC CNC 
for a major aerospace 
manufacturer.

Booth #1619
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THINK INSIDE THE BOX...
AND YOU’ll SEE ALL WE CAN DO!

See our
machines
in action!

 German Machine Tools of America

4630 Freedom Drive  |  Ann Arbor, MI 48108   |  734-973-7800   |   www.gmtamerica.com  |  Email: info@gmtamerica.com

Call Scott Knoy 
today for all 
the details.

734-973-7800

GMTA_AD5030_Gear Technology_ShowIssue_2015

GMTA brings a wide variety of high quality machine tools 
for component production, plus laser welding technology, 
robotics, advanced automation, tooling, and parts washers 
to your door, backed by application engineering, onsite 
commissioning, local service and after-sale support. 
We’re not all things to all people, but we’re getting 
closer, every day.  

What this means to your production is actually quite 
simple…a single source, with all its advantages, those 
productive and those financial, who can solve your output 
and workflow challenges, because they’ve seen and 
solved similar ones for many companies like yours.   

Whether your end product requires multiple machining 
steps, laser welding, pre- and post-cleaning, robotic 
materials handling, special part articulation or other 

functional operations, look to a leading integrator 
of machining systems for the automotive, 

off-highway, energy and heavy 
equipment sectors.  You 

only need to remember      
four letters… GMTA.   

Ask Us About   
HARD SCUDDINGTM

See Us At Gear Expo Booth 2109



Walter
CUT GROOVING TOOL DELIVERS IMPROVED CHIP CONTROL 
AND TOOL LIFE

Walter recently introduced the Walter Cut G1011-P, a new grooving tool that can enhance 
surface quality, extend tool life, and improve process reliability.

Available in shank versions of 0.750" and 1.00" (also 20 and 25 mm), this internally 
cooled tool features precision coolant delivered to both the flank and the chipbreaker of 
the insert to address problems with chip control, especially problems with long chips. This 
results in surface quality and tool life improvements of as much as 200-300% higher in 
some cases. Its short tool head length helps make it suitable for universal use while also 
boosting chip evacuation. The Walter Cut G1011-P boasts high clamping forces 
because of optimum screw position, and features simple insert indexing in 
normal or inverted position.

Used on turret turning centers, Swiss turn, and 
multi- spindle machines, with cutting depths 
of up to 0.827" (21 mm), the new G1011-P 
is designed for parting off and deep groov-
ing on stainless steels, high-temp alloys, long 
chip-forming steels and other difficult to 
machine materials.
For more information:
Phone: (800) 945-5554
www.walter-tools.com/us

Never settle for close when you can have precision fit.

When it comes to the mechanical components you count on, close just doesn’t cut it. Common sense says a  
poor fit and premature wear will eventually lead to failure. And no one has time for that. At Schafer, we specialize 
in custom, precision-fit products designed to keep equipment moving. Simply put, our service, quality and on-time 
delivery are second to none. Reliability is our trademark and it has helped us grow from Schafer Gear to Schafer 
Industries. These days, our expertise doesn’t end with gears. Now we’re leading the way in driveline, axle and 
brake applications as well. So whether you’re in the automotive, truck, marine, off-road leisure, heavy equipment 
or aviation industry, look no further than Schafer. For more information visit us online.

SchaferIndustries.com

SCHA 0092 2015 Pretty Picture GearTech Ad.indd   1 9/18/15   12:55 PM

BOOTH #1426
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Suhner Spiral Bevel Gears
OFFER HIGH POWER, LOW BACKLASH AND LOW NOISE

Each year, increased engine and motor 
power require more powerful angle gear 
heads. Engineers in the tool-making and 
industrial hand tools industries — as 
well as those in various other mechani-
cal engineering fields — call for high-
er rotating speeds while maintaining 
smooth and easy movement of the tool. 
Smoother-running gears are also needed 
to combat dynamic noise. Apart from 
bearing and housing stiffness, the overall 
design and gear dimensions are essential 
for gear system optimization.

For these reasons, Suhner gears are 
cut using the Palloid and Cyclo-Palloid 
processes. Palloid-toothed gears are 
based on a technical development from 
straight-toothed to spiral-toothed bevel 
gears. Thereby the teeth are hobbed in 
a continuous procedure with a conical 
hob. The combination of this continuous 
process on a single thread tool leads to 
accurate pitch of the teeth.

Since Cyclo-Pal loid gear  hob-
bing meets and exceeds all high-qual-
ity manufacturing prerequisites, one-
off, small and large lot size production 
can be achieved equally. Since the teeth 
are hobbed in a continuous process, the 
module (Mn) can be freely selected. 
Therefore, flexibility for the gear dimen-
sioning and bevel gear calculation is pro-
vided.

While both tooth systems have similar 
insensitivity characteristics for bearing, a 
high contact ratio as well as a very accu-
rate pitch, the cost efficiency and the 
high load root radius of the Palloid sys-
tem should have special mention.

A further development on the prov-
en Cyclo-Palloid toothing (soft-cut) 
is the process known as “HPGS hard 
cut.” Through this cutting process, the 
thermal deformation caused from heat 
treatment will be eliminated with boron 
nitride coated blades. Therefore, the 
surface quality on the tooth flanks will 
reach grinding quality, according to DIN 
3965, Part 3 (Quality 4 -6).

In combination with the material, the 
surface treatment and the adjustment 
of the required lubrication, spiral bevel 
gears are one of the best solutions to 
redirect the maximum torque in other 

directions. All of these can be achieved 
with small space and high mechanical 
efficiency.

Because of the sophisticated combi-
nation of the different spiral bevel gear 
angles, the circumferential force is divid-
ed into several components that can lead 
to significant axial forces. Therefore, 
gear design depends a lot on the bear-
ings. The bearings have to absorb all 
the axial forces so the bevel gears do not 
move under load.

Any movement would affect the con-
tact pattern of the teeth, which would 
result in edge wear that could destroy the 
entire gear. Just as important as the bear-
ing is the stiffness and the geometrical 
accuracy of the case. All the advantages 
of spiral bevel gears can be had when 
gears are optimally positioned and per-
fect tooth contact is maintained.

When dimensioning the gear geom-
etry, several criteria must be consid-
ered: required ratio, number of teeth 
and space/conditions. The criteria must 
be decided at the start of the engineer-
ing process. When the shaft angle ≠ 90° 

or the axis is offset, hypoid gears are 
required.

The Suhner Company, which cele-
brated its 100th anniversary in 2014, 
has locations worldwide and over 650 
employees. Suhner offers standardized 
transmission and power transfer ele-
ments for many different applications. 
A wide selection of elements and devices 
in different sizes and versions are avail-
able. Gear sets are manufactured by high 
quality standards, guided by a thorough 
and critically developed value system.

Suhner designs, manufactures and 
supplies in standard measurements to 
customer’s drawings. If you need further 
information, Suhner’s computer-assisted 
calculating method, technical support 
and/or a quotation for the drive solution 
you require, please contact Suhner today.
For more information:
Suhner Manufacturing
P.O. Box 1234
Rome, GA 30162-1234
Phone: (706) 235-8046
usa@suhner.com
www.suhner.com
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Cimcool Cimpulse Metalworking Fluids
FORMULATED FOR USE IN HIGH-PRESSURE SYSTEMS

Milacron Fluid Technologies’ brand 
Cimcool recently announced the launch 
of Cimpulse.

Cimpulse 51MP, Cimpulse 45MP and 
Cimpulse 33MP are new fluids in the 
Cimcool family. Cimpulse products are 
multifunctional and designed to allow 
metalworking shops to utilize one fluid 
in their entire shop. In most cases, a 
Cimpulse fluid can be used to consoli-
date all the different fluids being used 
within their plant.

Cimpulse fluids have been formulat-
ed for use in both high-pressure sys-
tems and standard flood applications. 
Cimpulse metalworking fluids utilize 
a hybrid blend of lubricants to deliver 
increased stability and reduced tool wear 
as well as provide long sump life.

Cimpulse 51MP for example, is a mul-
tipurpose non-chlorinated, triazine- free 
fluid that provides users high-pressure 
foam and corrosion control. It keeps 
machines and parts clean and provides 
emulsion stability, long sump life and 
good bio-control.

“We are confident that Cimcool’s 
Cimpulse metalworking fluids will 
change the way metalworking shops 
think about fluids,” said Jack Teat, pres-
ident of Cimcool Fluid Technology. 
“Cimpulse is a revolutionary fluid tech-
nology unmatched in the market. We 
believe that a Cimpulse fluid can help all 
of our customers reduce their inventory 
and improve their metalworking opera-
tions.”
For more information:
Phone: (513) 458-8100
www.cimcool.com
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Marposs iWave2 Wireless Gauge
HAS MEASURING RESOLUTION OF 0.0001 MM

Marposs Corp. recently announced it 
will introduce its new iWave2 wire-
less manual gauge in booth #619 at the 
Quality Show.

The iWave2 gauge features a durable, 
ergonomically designed handle with 
rechargeable Li-ion battery that incor-
porates a computer with a 1.8" TFT 
color screen for displaying the mea-
surement value in the operator’s hand. 

Interchangeable nosepieces convert 
the gauge for ID, OD or length mea-
surements. Measurement values can 
be transmitted via Bluetooth wireless 
technology to a gauge computer locat-
ed within a 10 m distance. The iWave2 
gauge has a measuring resolution of 
0.0001 mm.

In addition to the measurement value, 
the gauge’s color graphical display with 

selectable portrait/landscape view pres-
ents a variety of information for the 
operator. The iWave2 gauge features a 
bar graph column with measurement 
units, good/scrap part indication, wire-
less strength and battery levels, confir-
mation of measurement transmission 
and an absolute/relative option setting.

The iWave2 gauge is programmable 
for stand-alone use via Android phone/
tablet or PC. Several functions are avail-
able with the iWave2 gauge when used 
with Marposs Quick SPC statistical soft-

ware, including on/off switching com-
manded by guided sequence; calibra-
tion history; and simultaneous zeroing 
of multiple devices.

The gauge incorporates soft touch 
buttons that are impervious to mois-
ture. Battery duration is approximate-
ly 16 hours, while the gauge’s inductive 
recharging system ensures continuous 
use 24/7.
For more information:
Phone: (248) 370-0404
www.marposs.com

LEADERS
in GEAR WORKHOLDING

60 YEARS

262-886-5050  |  service@drewco.com  |  www.drewco.com

AN EXPERT LEADING YOU IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION

for Over

GEAR FIXTURES ALL OPERATIONS
LARGE GEAR PEDESTAL FIXTURES

ARBORS/MANDRELS
CHUCKS/ COLLETS

PROVEN ROI’S • CASE STUDIES
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Heimatec U-tec Flexible Adapter
‘REPRESENTS REAL IMPROVEMENT IN LATHE AND MILL/TURN TOOLING DESIGN’

Heimatec recently announced that its 
U-tec flexible adapter system is now 
available on all right-angle heads in the 
company’s line. According to Heimatec 
President Preben Hansen, the company 
plans to include its U-tec adapter sys-
tem on all angle heads going forward. 
Hansen said this development will pro-
vide the system’s rigidity and quick-
change capabilities to users doing deep 
hole drilling with extended tools.

U-tec is the company’s patented flexible 
tool adapter system that allows a stan-
dard ER output live tool to accept vari-
ous adapters for different applications. 
This allows users to changeover tools on 
almost any lathe or mill using a single 
live tool without having to commit to a 
quick-change system on the initial pur-
chase. A facemill adapter, for example, 
can be quickly positioned into the stan-
dard holder, without the need for a com-
pletely new base being installed. This is 
meant to reduce inventory costs, as well 
as changeover time, for the busy shop.

“The U-tec system represents a real 
improvement in lathe and mill/turn tool-
ing design. U-tec allows great user flex-
ibility, while a polygonal drive system 
ensures extremely high power transmis-
sion stability and faster set-up with abso-
lutely no loss in performance or accura-
cy, because the live tool base remains in 
position and only the adapter and collet 
get swapped out,” Hansen said.

The collet nuts on the U-tec sys-
tem have internal threading for rigid 
mounting. This new tool adapter sys-

tem enables the actual cutting tool to 
be brought into closer proximity to the 
bearing, thus further improving perfor-
mance in use. This is due to the short 
and compact tool length design. Internal 
coolant up to 2000 psi (140 bar) is stan-
dard.

Every adapter in the U-tec system, 
complete with any necessary clamping 
nuts and adapters for arbor, Weldon, 

CAT 40 and CAT 50, is now available 
in shell mill, face mill, ER extension, 
side lock, shrink fit, hydraulic and blank 
styles. U-tec angle heads are compat-
ible with most automatic tool chang-
ers, feature 360º manual positioning and 
include torque arms and a stop block. 
Torque rated up to 150 Nm (110 ft-lb).
For more information:
Phone: (847) 749-0633
www.heimatecinc.com

Fanuc controller and DD motor with 8-axes in a close-loop system
On-board inspection and automatic stock dividing 

OD 50 ~ 800 mm, accuracy AGMA 14 or DIN 4
Luren designed user-oriented interface, no NC programming needed

Corporate Headquarters
Luren Precision Co., Ltd.
No.1-1, Li-Hsin 1st Road,
Hsinchu City, Taiwan, 30078
Phone : +886-3-578-6767
Email : sales@luren.com.tw
Website : www.luren.com.tw

707 Remington Road, Suite 1,
Schaumburg, IL 60173, U.S.A.  
Phone : 1-847-882-1388
Email : sales@lurenusa.com
Website : lurenusa.com

Luren Precision Chicago Co., Ltd.
North American  Headquarters

Our Gear Cutting Tools Hobs Shaper Cutters Master Gears

For over 20 years of manufacturing, 
Luren offers a wide variety of custom and 
standard gear cutting tools using the
highest  quality materials and accuracy to
ensure your longest possible tool life. 

MEMBER 9001:2008
CERTIFIED

Booth #2113

Hall 14 Booth #L36

LFG-8040 VERTICAL GEAR PROFILE GRINDING MACHINE
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